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 EVAN THOMPSON

 COLOUR VISION, EVOLUTION, AND PERCEPTUAL CONTENT*

 ABSTRACT. Computational models of colour vision assume that the biological function
 of colour vision is to detect surface reflectance. Some philosophers invoke these models
 as a basis for 'externalism' about perceptual content (content is distal) and 'objectivism'
 about colour (colour is surface reflectance). In an earlier article (Thompson et al. 1992), I
 criticised the 'computational objectivist' position on the basis of comparative colour vision:
 There are fundamental differences among the colour vision of animals and these differences

 do not converge on the detection of any single type of environmental property. David R.
 Hubert (1992) has recently defended computational objectivism against my 'comparative
 argument'; his arguments are based on the externalist approach to perceptual content
 originally developed by Mohan Matthen (1988) and on the computationally inspired theory
 of the evolutionary basis for trichromacy developed by Roger N. Shepard (1990). The
 present article provides a reply to Hubert with extensive criticism of both Matthen's and
 Shepard's theories. I argue that the biological function of colour vision is not to detect
 surface reflectance, but to provide a set of perceptual categories that can apply to objects
 in a stable way in a variety of conditions. Comparative research indicates that both the
 perceptual categories and the distal stimuli will differ according to the animal and its visual
 ecology, therefore externalism and objectivism must be rejected.

 1. INTRODUCTION

 One of the most interesting features of the computational theory of visual
 perception currently being explored in cognitive science is that it offers
 an answer to the traditional philosophical question about how perception
 is related to the world. According to the version of the computational
 theory advanced by David Marr, Tomaso Poggio, and their colleagues,
 "vision is the process of discovering from images what is present in the
 world, and where it is" (Marr 1982, p. 3).1 The images are patterns of light
 reflected onto the retinal array, and to discover what is present in the world,

 and where it is, the visual system relies on internal representations. The
 computational theory of vision is thus both representationist and realist. In

 Marr's words: "The purpose of these representations is to provide useful
 descriptions of aspects of the real world. The structure of the real world
 therefore plays an important role in determining both the nature of the
 representations that are used and the nature of the processes that derive
 and maintain them" (Marr 1982, p. 43).

 Synthese 104: 1-32,1995.
 ? 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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 2  EVAN THOMPSON

 There are important differences between the representationism of the
 computational approach and the older 'representative' theory of perception.
 Perhaps the best way to formulate the main difference is in relation to
 the philosophical notion of perceptual content. As Husserl (1913/1982)
 originally emphasized, perceptual states exhibit intentionality. They are
 about something or have objects, and they present what they are about in
 a certain manner. According to the representative theory, what is seen, the
 object of a visual state, is a sense-datum, or to use the Lockean terminology,
 an idea, and these are supposed to stand for or correspond to features of
 physical objects that are external to the perceiver. In this view, we do not
 see the world directly, we see the world only in virtue of seeing sense
 data, which are intermediate between us and the world. In contrast, the

 computational theory holds that perception is indirect only in the sense
 that it requires operations on internal representations. The representations
 are not the objects of perception, however; rather, they are what enables
 the perceptual state to be directed toward its object. They represent the
 object, which is something in the physical world, to the perceiver in a
 certain manner. Thus one main difference between the representative and
 the computational theories is that the former holds perceptual content to
 be internal or proximal, whereas the latter holds it to be external or distal
 (Matthenl988,p.6).2

 Computational models of colour vision provide a paradigm of this rep
 resentationist approach to visual perception, and so it is not surprising that
 they have figured prominently in philosophical defenses of the externalist
 approach to perceptual content (Hubert 1987; Matthen 1988).3 Human
 colour vision goes far beyond simply the ability to discriminate between
 lights of different wavelength independent of their relative intensities (the
 operational definition of colour vision in visual science); we see objects as
 having the same colour despite the fact that the spectral power distribution
 of the light they send to our eyes changes considerably as the illumina
 tion varies in the scene. This phenomenon, known as colour constancy,
 indicates that the colours we perceive objects to have are more closely
 correlated with their invariant surface spectral reflectances (the percentage
 of light at each wavelength the surfce reflects) than with the spectrum of
 light they send to the eye. Computational models of colour vision focus on
 this phenomenon of colour constancy and try to show how 'indicators' of
 surface spectral reflectance can be extracted from the retinal image. The
 problem is that the two illuminant and reflectance variables are confound
 ed within the so-called 'intensity signal' - the light that is sent to the eye
 from any location in the scene - and so to extract reflectance values the
 illuminant must be evaluated and then discounted. Given only the intensity
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 COLOUR VISION, EVOLUTION, AND PERCEPTUAL CONTENT 3

 signal, the extraction problem is underconstrained; it admits of no unique
 solution and so is said to be 'ill-posed' (Poggio et al. 1985). To solve
 an ill-posed problem the class of admissible solutions must be restricted
 by adding additional constraints to the model. In computational colour
 vision, the constraints typically involve restricting the types of lights and
 reflectances present in the model; often these restrictions are based on
 the empirical finding that naturally occurring lights and reflectances do
 not vary arbitrarily, but can be described in a linear model with a small
 number of parameters (Maloney and Wandell 1986; Maloney 1986). Such
 constraints in the model are taken to correspond to expectations that the
 visual system has about the environment, the assumption being that, due
 to evolution by natural selection, expectations about certain pervasive reg
 ularities in the physical world have been internalized in a representational
 form (Snyder and Barlow 1988; Shepard 1987).

 In the realm of natural vision, the representationism and realism of the
 computational theory are based on the assumption that it is evolutionarily
 advantageous for organisms to represent the distal world. It is also assumed
 that in vision "what is being computed is optimal in some sense or is guar
 anteed to function correctly" (Marr 1982, p. 19). Applied to colour vision,
 the assumption is that it is evolutionarily advantageous for organisms to
 detect surface spectral reflectances and that the internal representations
 involved are more-or-less optimal for the task.

 In philosophy, a sophisticated externalist account of perceptual content
 that incorporates this evolutionary assumption and takes colour vision as
 a paradigm has been developed by Mohan Matthen (1988,1989). Matthen
 distinguishes between two components that together make up the content
 of a perceptual state. One component he calls 'individual-directedness':
 A perceptual state has a unique object to which it is directed. The other
 component he calls the 'mode of presentation': A perceptual state presents
 its object as having a certain characteristic - for example, being coloured
 red. In Matthen's view, an adequate theory of individual-directedness will
 be causal and indexical: Every perceptual state is directed toward some
 individual causing that very state itself (see also Searle 1983, pp. 61-71).
 But an adequate theory of the mode of presentation will not be causal,
 but rather functionalist. Matthen's specific proposal is that the modes of
 presentation in perception be type-identified in terms of the distal properties

 that perceptual states have the biological functions to detect:

 A perceptual state is a state that has the function of detecting the presence of things of a
 certain type, where things of that type are sometimes present, sometimes absent, and

 A perceptual state with internal characteristic S is a presentation of property F if and only
 if its function is to detect the presence of a thing with property F. (Matthen 1988, p. 20)
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 4  EVAN THOMPSON

 The key element in this view is that the content of a perceptual state
 is F not when it does in fact detect F, but when its biological function is
 to detect F. A perceptual state having this function may nonetheless fail
 on occasion to detect F. The failure might be due to a malfunction in the
 visual system or to exposure to conditions to which the visual system is
 not adapted (maladaptation). But it could also be due to what Matthen calls
 'normal misperception', that is, to "the use of [sensory] indicators that are
 imperfect, but nonetheless the best available" (1988, p. 13). In this case,
 the misperception does not result from malfunction or maladaptation, but
 rather from the fact that "the indicator is not perfectly reliable even in the
 range of situations to which the visual system is adapted" (ibid.).

 In the case of colour vision, Matthen enlists computational models
 of colour constancy (specifically Land's retinex theory; see Land 1983) as
 support for the claim that the biological function of colour vision is to detect
 surface reflectance and hence that the content of chromatic perceptual states

 is distal. In addition, he employs the notion of normal misperception to
 explain certain psychophysical and phenomenological features of human
 colour vision. One well known psychophysical phenomenon is surface
 colour metamerism. Two surfaces that have different spectral reflectances
 can nonetheless be perceived as having the same colour because the pro
 portion of the incident light they reflect produces the same ratio of activity
 in the cone photoreceptors. Such surfaces are known as surface colour

 metamers and they indicate that human colour perception is indeterminate
 with respect to surface reflectance. Matthen would hold that metamer
 ic matches of coloured surfaces are examples of normal misperception
 because we do not correctly perceive the difference in reflectance, yet the
 misperception is due not to malfunction or maladaptation, but rather to the
 less-than-perfect nature of the indicators involved in colour perception.4
 Turning now to phenomenology, it is a familiar feature of our colour expe
 rience that we see the clear daytime sky as blue, yet the sky is not a
 surface. Matthen suggests that this too is a misperception and appeals to
 the evolutionary assumption mentioned earlier:

 Maybe the evolutionary advantages of color vision pertain only to the discriminatory
 resources it affords with respect to surfaces. Perhaps perceiving the sky as blue is just
 an artifact of this mechanism and it neither increases nor decreases the fitness we get as
 a result. That would be the sort of case in which we should want to say that the sky is
 (normally) misperceived as blue. (1988, p. 25)

 Matthen's theory of perceptual content thus depends on combining three
 major components. The first is functionalist: Whether a creature possesses
 perceptual states of a given type depends on the functional role played by
 the states, not on the anatomical structures and physiological mechanisms
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 COLOUR VISION, EVOLUTION, AND PERCEPTUAL CONTENT 5

 that subserve this function. The second component is evolutionary and
 adaptationist: Perceptual states have the functions they do because of
 natural selection. The functions are adaptive biological functions, i.e.,
 the mechanisms subserving them have been selected for because of their
 contributions to the fitness (reproductive success) of their possessors. The
 third and final component is externalist: The adaptive function of visual
 perception is to detect things in the world, and so the mode of presentation
 in perceptual content is distally determined - it is determined by physical
 properties that are external to and independent of the perceiver.

 In an earlier article I criticized what I called the 'computational objec
 tivism approach to colour vision in both philosophy and visual science
 (Thompson et al. 1992). My arguments were based on comparative and
 evolutionary studies of colour vision in different animal species. The
 present article has two aims. One is to develop and extend the comparative
 framework in explicit relation to the three components of Matthen 's theo
 ry of perceptual content. I will argue that the way Matthen combines the
 functionalist, adaptationist and externalist components does not provide a
 satisfactory account of perceptual content for his paradigm case of colour
 vision. Contrary to Matthen, colour vision provides a paradigm of how
 evolutionary advantage in the perceptual domain need not be based on
 representationist realism of the computational sort; thus the third (exter
 nalist) component in Matthen 's theory can be pried apart from the other
 two (functionalist and adaptationist). My second aim is to reply to David
 R. Hubert's recent defense of computational objectivism against my earlier
 critique (Hubert 1992). The two aims are linked because Hubert's main
 line of argument depends on an extension of Matthen's theory of perceptual
 content in the comparative setting.

 2. CHROMATIC PERCEPTUAL CONTENT AND THE COMPARATIVE ARGUMENT

 The main problem that comparative colour vision poses for externalism
 about chromatic perceptual content is that both across and within animal
 species there are fundamental differences in colour vision and these dif
 ferences do not appear to converge on the detection of any single type of
 environmental property.5 Taking the variations in the type of colour vision
 first, so-called colour-normal human perceivers are trichromats: They pos
 sess three different types of cone photoreceptor and consequently need only
 three appropriately chosen primary lights to match the colour of any test
 light. In contrast, most so-called colour-blind perceivers are dichromats:
 They are missing one of the cone photopigments and so need only two
 primary lights to match the colour of any test light. Among the non-human
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 6  EVAN THOMPSON

 primates, Old World monkeys tend to be trichromats and New World mon
 keys tend to be dichromats, though in at least three species of New World
 monkey - the squirrel monkey, the spider monkey, and the marmoset -
 there are sex-linked colour vision polymorphisms in which the base con
 dition is dichromacy, but about one-third of the individuals are trichromats
 (Mollonetal. 1984; Jacobs 1985,1986;Bowmakeretal. 1987;Tov?eetal.
 1992). Among non-primates, many animals are dichromats (e.g., squirrels,
 rabbits, tree shrews, some fishes, cats and dogs); others appear to be tetra
 chromats (e.g., goldfish, the Japanese dace, turtles); and some may even be
 pentachromats (pigeons, ducks). Turning now to the environmental prop
 erties detected in colour vision, these appear to include not only surface
 spectral reflectances, but also ambient lighting conditions and gradients in
 a source of illumination in both aerial and aquatic media. To cite the main
 examples: For fish, the hypothesis is that colour vision serves to heighten
 the contrast between foreground objects (surface colours) and the back
 ground aquatic space light (volume colours) (Lythgoe 1972, 1979; Levine
 and MacNichol 1979, 1982), and to detect spectral emittances in the case
 of bioluminescent organs (Bowmaker 1991). For birds, the hypothesis is
 that colour vision serves not only in the detection of surface reflectance
 (e.g., of plants and feathers), but also in the detection of silhouettes against
 the background sky as well as illumination gradients during aerial navi
 gation (Lythgoe 1979; Thompson et al. 1992; V?rela et al. 1993). For the
 honeybee, the hypothesis is that colour vision serves primarily to detect
 the surface reflectances of flowers (Menzel 1979; Menzel and Backhaus
 1991), but some have claimed that it is also involved in orientation to
 light polarization patterns in the sky (van der Glas 1980). For primates,
 the hypothesis is that colour vision facilitates object detection and recogni
 tion, as well as the segmentation of the visual scene (Jacobs 1981; Mollon
 1989); it has also been argued that colour vision facilitates the perception of
 illumination conditions in their own right (Jameson and Hurvich 1989).

 These empirical hypotheses and the evidence that supports them sug
 gest that there is no single type of distal property that it is the biological
 function of colour vision to detect. The strong likelihood of this possibility
 raises a problem for any externalist attempt to type-identify the perceptual
 content of colour vision. The distal properties detected in colour vision
 form a heterogeneous collection whose type-divisions at the physical level
 do not match the type-divisions at the perceptual level. The natural move
 for the externalist to make would be to treat the mismatch as due to normal

 misperception. But notice that this move is no longer very plausible here
 because the empirical studies also suggest that the evolutionary advan
 tages colour vision affords do not pertain only to surface detection. For
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 COLOUR VISION, EVOLUTION, AND PERCEPTUAL CONTENT 7

 example, rather than being an artifact of a mechanism whose function
 is to detect surface reflectance, perceiving the sky as coloured might be
 due to colour vision's being concerned with the illumination conditions
 in their own right, for these provide indications about a range of impor
 tant environmental properties such as weather conditions and time of day
 (Jameson and Hurvich 1989). There is therefore only an ad hoc theoretical

 motivation, but no firm empirical basis, for treating all non-surface colour
 perception under the heading of normal misperception.

 The strong possibility that there is no single property that it is the bio
 logical function of colour vision to detect also raises a dilemma for certain
 objectivist theories of colour. As Hubert puts it, the objectivist "must either
 deny that the possession of color vision entails that the organism has the
 ability to visually determine the color of a surface or give up his claim
 that color is an objective property" (1992, p. 358). The second alternative
 is of course equivalent to giving up objectivism, but adopting the first,
 as Hubert notes, "eliminates the motivation for thinking that whatever
 objective property we have identified with color is color" (ibid.).

 Hubert attempts to escape this dilemma by relying on an extension of
 the externalist approach to perceptual content. This approach, he insists,
 is an 'anthropocentric' one. Hubert (1987) originally used this term to
 describe the view that colours, although objective, are uninteresting from a
 purely physical standpoint, being of interest only because there are human
 perceivers. In relation to the comparative colour vision phenomena cited
 earlier, however, the term is meant to describe the view that colour is

 simply whatever property human colour vision has the biological function
 to detect. The objectivity of this property is not impungedby other species
 detecting different properties, and so externalism about colour perception
 and objectivism about colour can still be upheld.

 The problem with this line of argument, of course, is that other species of
 animal - both primate and non-primate - also possess colour vision. How,
 then, can the claim that colour is whatever distal property we humans per
 ceive be justified? Hilbert's attempt to deal with this problem is ingenious,
 but it is also - or so I shall argue - empirically unworkable and in the end
 philosophically desperate, for it tries to hold on to externalism and objec
 tivism even in the face of some very counterintuitive consequences.

 As I noted at the beginning of this article, human colour vision goes
 far beyond simply being able to discriminate between lights of different
 wavelength independent of their relative intensities. Our colour vision
 also involves colour constancy, colour contrast, categorical perception
 (the grouping of stimuli into chromatic equivalence classes or categories
 of hue), and a whole host of affective associations. Now mere wavelength
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 8  EVAN THOMPSON

 discrimination, which provides the operational definition of colour vision
 in visual science, is necessary but certainly not sufficient for colour vision
 in this full-blooded sense.6 Hubert exploits this fact to argue that any
 attempt to provide a criterion for the possession of colour vision that relies
 on discriminatory behaviour alone is inadequate. Comparative studies of
 colour vision do rely on such a criterion, however. A gap thus appears
 between, on the one hand, the behavioural and operational use of the
 term 'colour vision' in visual science, particularly comparative colour
 vision, and, on the other hand, the anthropocentric use of the term in the
 philosophy of perception. This gap, Hubert argues, opens up the possibility
 of a functionalist and externalist criterion for the possession of colour
 vision, one which provides a way out of the dilemma facing the objectivist
 and which the comparative study of colour vision no longer seems capable
 of challenging:

 The only way an objectivist can meet the challenge posed by the apparent fact that color
 vision functions to detect different properties in different kinds of organisms is to deny that

 this really [is] the case ... objectivism requires a more restrictive criterion for possession
 of color vision than the one that is most commonly used in the literature on comparative
 color vision. To possess color vision on this conception is to possess a visual system one
 of whose functions is the recovery of information about the reflecting characteristics of
 surfaces. If this is admitted as the correct criterion for possession of color vision then it
 is no longer possible that some organisms might possess color vision and use it to detect
 properties different from the ones human beings do. (1992, pp. 365-6).

 Hubert admits that this account may seem circular. The objectivist
 relies on features of human colour vision to pick out which distal property
 is colour, but at the same time relies on the visual ability to detect this
 property as the criterion for possessing colour vision. What is needed is
 some independent route either to colour or to colour vision. To meet this
 demand Hubert appeals to the phenomenology of human colour percep
 tion. Reflection on the phenomenology of our visual experience "reveals
 an aspect ... that is clearly different from figure, texture, depth, to which
 we give the name color experience" (Hubert 1992, p. 363). We can then
 investigate this type of experience at the psychophysical and neurophys
 iological levels and form hypotheses about the biological function of the
 system responsible for it. At this point, Hubert appeals to computational

 models of colour constancy to support the claim that the biological func
 tion of human colour vision is to detect surface spectral reflectance. He
 thus arrives at his desired objectivist conclusion that colour is this distal
 physical property.

 I agree with Hubert that we have an independent phenomenological
 route to colour vision. What this route reveals, however, is that colour

 vision, whatever else it may be, is the ability to see visual qualities belong
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 COLOUR VISION, EVOLUTION, AND PERCEPTUAL CONTENT 9

 ing to the phenomenal hue categories red, green, yellow, and blue. To
 study colour vision in this sense visual scientists cannot avoid relying on
 the reports that human subjects make about their visual experience, and so
 anthropocentrism of the sort that takes human colour vision as the main
 reference point for understanding colour vision, whether in philosophy or
 visual science, is justified. But this sort of phenomenological anthropocen
 trism does not sit well with Hubert's and Matthen's externalism about

 perceptual content. The main reason is based on a fact that has been dis
 cussed extensively by C. L. Hardin (1988, 1990) and emphasized by me in
 an earlier article (Thompson et al. 1992): There is no distal-based scheme
 that can generate the basic chromatic categories of human colour vision
 (red, green, yellow, and blue) plus the resemblance and difference relations
 among the hues that result from the opponent structure of these categories
 (red-green, yellow-blue).7

 Hubert largely ignores this problem (but see note 7), but Matthen has
 tried to accommodate it within the externalist framework (Matthen 1992).
 His suggestion is that the objectivist should distinguish between two quality
 spaces for colour, one a phenomenal colour space which contains red,
 green, yellow, and blue, and the other a distal quality space containing
 spectral reflectances. Matthen then allows that the phenomenal colour
 space might contain structure that completely fails to match anything in
 the structure of the distal quality space, yet he nonetheless continues to

 maintain, based on the idea that it is the biological function of human
 colour vision to detect surface reflectance, that it is the distal quality space
 that determines perceptual content:

 The functional view of content is not committed to [any] smooth mapping from experience
 to distal property space ... Phenomenal space might contain structure that totally fails to
 correlate with anything in the structure of content [distal quality space] ... the objectivist
 would be well-advised to give visual science its conception of color (especially given that
 most color concepts are founded on the phenomenal structure of color vision, which is
 what is directly available to us), and to maintain, paradoxically perhaps, that it is not color
 that is the content of color vision, but some other physical quantity. For that it is the clear
 consequence of distinguishing between content and experience and allowing each a role of
 its own. (Matthen 1992, p. 46)

 The main philosophical problems with Hubert's and Matthen's exter
 nalist theory of chromatic perceptual content can now be stated. In its
 first and foremost sense, 'colour' applies to what is seen in human colour
 vision, namely, objects that appear to possess qualities belonging to the
 phenomenal categories red, green, yellow, and blue.8 Now if, despite there
 being no perceiver-independent, physical account of colour in this sense, it
 is nonetheless held that the perceptual content of colour vision is distal in
 the way that Hubert and Matthen suppose, then it follows that red, green,
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 10  EVAN THOMPSON

 yellow, and blue do not provide the perceptual content of colour vision.
 This consequence certainly runs counter not only to our pretheoretic intu
 itions about colour, but also, as Matthen notes, to the concept of colour as
 it figures in visual science. Moreover, Hubert's insistence that detecting
 surface reflectance be the criterion for possessing colour vision engenders
 two further consequences that are even more counterintuitive: The first is
 that any creature that sees red, green, yellow, and blue, but does not detect
 surface reflectance, does not count as a genuine colour perceiver; the sec
 ond is that any creature that has visual states whose biological function
 is to detect surface reflectance, but whose perceptual quality space does
 not involve at least one of the opponent hue-category pairs (red-green or
 yellow-blue) does count as a genuine colour perceiver.

 Consider now what these consequences would imply in a compara
 tive context. The colour space of a full-fledged tetrachromat would pos
 sess a third opponent hue-pair in addition to our two opponent hue-pairs
 red-green and yellow-blue (Hardin 1988, p. 146; Thompson et al. 1992;
 Thompson 1992; Neumeyer 1992a, 1992b). Hence tetrachromats would
 perceive visual qualitities that bear resemblance relations to red, green,
 yellow, and blue, yet are neither reddish, nor greenish, nor yellowish, nor
 blueish. Yet according to Hubert's and Matthen's externalist criterion, if
 such a tetrachromat's visual states did not have the biological function of
 detecting surface reflectance, then the tetrachromat would not count as a
 genuine colour perceiver, and consequently we mere trichromats would
 not count as 'colour deficient' in relation to it, as dichromats are in relation
 to us.

 These consequences are not merely paradoxical; they amount to a reduc
 tio ad absurdum of the externalist and objectivist view. The argument is
 partly a priori and partly empirical. The a priori element is the premise that
 'colour' in its first and foremost sense applies to the phenomenal categories
 red, green, yellow, and blue. Notice that it is not open to the objectivist
 to claim that this premise is question-begging, for, as we have just seen,
 the objectivist needs the phenomenological route to colour vision to break
 into the circle that arises from relying on features of human colour vision
 to pick out which distal property is colour while at the same time relying
 on the visual ability to detect this property as the criterion for possessing
 colour vision. Once the premise is in place, the issue becomes whether
 colour in this sense can be accounted for in distal terms. The empirical
 element, then, is the fact that distal-based schemes are not sufficient to
 generate the opponent structure and resemblance and difference relations
 that constitute red, green, yellow, and blue (Hardin 1988; Thomspon et
 al. 1992). It is by clinging to externalism in the face of this fact that one
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 COLOUR VISION, EVOLUTION, AND PERCEPTUAL CONTENT 11

 is forced into the position of holding that red, green, yellow, and blue do
 not provide the perceptual content of colour vision, or as Matthen puts
 it, "that it is not color that is the content of color vision ..." And this
 position in turn implies that any creature that sees red, green, yellow, and
 blue but does not detect surface reflectance does not count as a genuine
 colour perceiver, whereas any creature whose visual system does detect
 surface reflectance but whose perceptual quality space does not involve
 at least one of the opponent hue-category pairs does count as a genuine
 colour perceiver. Such consquences are simply unacceptable, and so are
 tantamount to a reductio ad absurdum of the externalist and objectivist
 view.

 The problems with Matthen's and Hilbert's theory of perceptual content
 that I have just discussed derive from its externalist component, not from its
 functionalist and adaptationist ones. The rest of this article will be devoted
 to showing how colour vision may afford evolutionary advantages in the
 perceptual domain without being based on representationist realism of the
 computational sort.

 3. COLOUR CONSTANCY, BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION, AND THE EVOLUTION OF
 COLOUR VISION

 Implicit in many computational models of colour vision and explicit in
 Matthen's and Hilbert's theory of perceptual content is the assumption that
 the biological function of colour vision is to detect surface reflectance.
 Earlier I reviewed some comparative evidence that presents a strong case
 against this assumption and implies at the very least that detecting surface
 reflectance cannot be the sole biological function of colour vision. Hilbert
 tries to rule this evidence out of court by restricting the discussion to the
 biological function of human colour vision. But even if we set aside the
 philosophical problems it entails, this restriction will not work on empirical
 grounds. First, it is not possible to draw conclusions about the biological
 function of human colour vision apart from some larger comparative and
 evolutionary picture. In fairness to Hilbert, it must be acknowledged that
 he does not claim that it is possible to do so. Nevertheless, in replying
 to the comparative argument by focusing on the biological function of
 human colour vision, he may have underestimated the extent to which the
 comparative and evolutionary data not only significantly constrain attri
 butions of biological function to human colour vision, but also constrain
 such attributions in a way that is not philosophically neutral. Indeed, I shall
 argue shortly that comparative and evolutionary studies support a differ
 ent approach to the biological function of colour vision from Hilbert's
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 12  EVAN THOMPSON

 and Matthen's computational objectivism. Second, although comparative
 colour vision studies do rely largely on the discriminatory criterion for pos
 sessing colour vision, a range of other chromatic phenomena, including
 colour constancy, colour contrast, and categorical colour perception, have
 been demonstrated in non-primate species,9 and, as I mentioned earlier,
 there is also a significant body of evidence to suggest that colour vision in
 these species serves functions other than or in addition to that of detecting
 surface spectral reflectance. Third, it is not at all empirically obvious that
 the colour constancy exhibited by humans and some other animals is the
 result of selection for surface reflectance detection. At least three further

 questions arise here: First, is colour constancy an adaptation or is it an
 artifact of a mechanism that was selected because it enhanced the fitness

 of its possessors in some other way? Second, if colour constancy is an
 adaptation, is it an adaption for the detection of surface reflectance or for
 some other perceptual task? Finally, is there any cogent adaptationist story
 to be told about human colour vision at all or is it the result of trade-offs

 among a host of factors in a meandering and idiosyncratic evolutionary
 history?

 One theory that atempts to answer these questions, which Hubert enlists
 in his support, comes from the psychologist, Roger N. Shepard (1990,
 1992). His theory builds on a certain approach in computational colour
 vision known as the linear models framework (Maloney and Wandell
 1986). As I discussed earlier, the problem of recovering surface spectral
 reflectance requires that the illuminant and reflectance variables be dis
 entangled from the intensity signal. In theory any function of wavelength
 between 0 and 1 is potentially a surface reflectance and to describe all
 such functions would require an infinite number of parameters. Naturally
 occurring illuminants and reflectances are generally smooth and simple,
 however, and so can be described in a linear model having only a few
 degrees of freedom: Two to three parameters suffice for two large classes
 of naturally occurring surface reflectances, with six parameters providing
 an almost perfect fit (the number drops to only three or four when the human

 spectral sensitivity curve is taken into account) (Maloney 1986). It has also
 been shown, however, that surface reflectance can be completely recov
 ered only if the degrees of freedom in reflectance are less than the number
 of receptor types (Maloney and Wandell 1986). Human colour vision is
 trichromatic - we possess three types of cone photoreceptor - and so, as
 surface colour metamerism makes evident, there are chromatic differences

 among naturally occurring reflectances that we cannot detect.
 The question that Shepard poses is: "Why should this reduction [in

 the number of degrees of freedom of the representation of colours] be to
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 precisely three dimensions - as opposed, say, to two dimensions or to four
 dimensions?" (1990, p. 302). His suggestion is that the trichromacy of
 human colour vision is a reflection of the three degrees of freedom in the
 phases of natural daylight. These three degrees of freedom correspond to (i)
 a light-dark variation between the sunlight of midday and evening or deep
 shade; (ii) a red-green variation between the long-wavelength-rich illumi
 nation direct from the low sun and the same illumination as it penetrates
 the atmosphere loaded with water vapor; and (iii) a yellow-blue variation
 between the short-wavelength-poor illumination reaching an object and the
 short-wavelength-rich illumination scattered to the object from the clear
 sky. To achieve colour constancy and thereby detect objects on the basis
 of their surface spectral reflectance, the visual system must compensate
 perceptually for these three types of variation. A trichromatic system can
 meet this demand by analyzing the ambient light into three visual channels
 to correct for the three types of variation in the illumination and thereby
 recover reflectance. Hence Shepard's hypothesis is that trichromacy was
 selected for because it enables object detection through colour constancy,
 a hypothesis that forms part of his general representationist and realist the
 ory that perceptual and cognitive capacities are internalizations, achieved
 though evolution by natural selection, of abstract, enduring regularities in
 the external world (Shepard 1987).

 There is a major weakness in Shepard's theory, one which becomes evi
 dent when we consider the theory in the framework of comparative colour
 vision. Although it is true that virtually every animal class has some species
 with trichromatic vision, many animals are dichromats, others are tetra
 chromats, and some may even be pentachromats. These variations alone
 should cast doubt on Shepard's hypothesis that "in the terrestrial environ

 ment, there has been a consistent selection pressure toward the analysis of
 the visual input into three chromatic channels in order to achieve a high
 degree of color constancy" (1990, p. 307). Shepard (1992) attempts to meet
 this doubt by arguing that species active in less illuminated environments
 can make do with fewer than three channels, whereas other species may
 have evolved more than three for basically idiosyncratic reasons. The prob
 lem with this reply, however, is that primate trichromacy is simply not the
 norm in the animal world. In contrast, tetrachromacy is common not only
 among the highly visual diurnal birds, but among vertebrate lineages in
 general, and is thus evolutionarily more ancient that primate trichromacy
 (Goldmsith 1990; Neumeyer 1991).

 Attention to this fact suggests a rather different approach than Shepard's
 to the question "Why three dimensional colour vision as opposed to two or
 four?". Shepard's assumption is that an answer to this question must show
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 "why the optimum number [of receptors] is specifically three" (1990, p.
 303). But given the fact that tetrachromacy is evolutionarily more ancient
 than primate trichromacy, it is not at all obvious that the optimum number
 is three or even that this type of question is a fruitful one to ask. To see

 why, we need to digress to consider at greater length some of the data we
 have about the evolution of colour vision, data which come primarily from
 studies of the visual pigments in molecular biology.10

 The structure of the visual pigment molecules consists of a large protein
 called opsin that is bound to a derivative of vitamin A called retinal. Small
 variations in the amino acid sequence of the protein produce visual pig
 ments with different peak sensitivities. The nucleotide base sequences and
 the inferred amino acid sequences of the opsin components have now been
 determined for a large number of visual pigments (see note 9). The studies
 show that the amino acid sequences of all visual pigments are quite sim
 ilar and that the visual pigment genes of even distantly related organisms
 have identical DNA segments. The conclusion that has been drawn is that
 the visual pigments all derive from an ancient ancestor (Applebury and

 Hargrave 1986; but see Goldsmith 1990). Yet although the origins of the
 three human cone visual pigments are ancient, trichromacy is not the norm.

 Many vertebrate animals have more complex retinas possessing not only
 four or even five visual pigments, but also oil droplet inclusions. (These
 are droplets that contain high concentrations of carotenoids and are located
 in the ellipsoid inner segment of the cone. They appear to act as cut-off fil
 ters that transmit only the longer wavelengths (Bowmaker 1980b, 1991)).

 Among mammals, oil droplets are absent, retinas with three cone visu
 al pigments are found only in primates, and the primitive condition, still
 exemplified by most modern mammals, is dichromatic (Jacobs 1981 ; Gold
 smith 1990). The conclusion that is generally drawn is that mammalian
 colour vision is evolutionarily 'degenerate' (Bowmaker 1980a, Goldsmith
 1980, 1990). During much of their evolutionary history, which occurred
 prior to the extinction of the dinosaurs, mammals were most likely small
 and had nocturnal habits. As a result, their capacity for photopic vision
 declined considerably. As Goldsmith (1990, p. 306) writes:

 ... birds and turtles appear to have a rich capacity for color vision, and in this respect they
 illustrate what might have been the future of other evolutionary lines. Such was not to
 be for the mammals, for the adoption of nocturnal habits in the premammalian or early
 mammalian stock probably reduced the number of cone pigments to two, one absorbing in
 the blue in the neighborhood of 430 nm and the second absorbing at longer wavelengths,
 near 540 to 560 nm.

 In this context, humans and Old World monkeys are something of an
 exception, for they seem to have secondarily evolved trichromatic vision
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 with the adoption of diurnal habits (Bowmaker 1980a). There are two
 recent sources of data that provide insight into the evolution of primate
 colour vision (Goldsmith 1990, p. 306). One is the genetic studies of the
 cone visual pigments just mentioned; the other is studies of the genetic
 basis of colour vision polymorphism in humans and other primates.

 Molecular genetic studies of the cone visual pigments have shown that
 in humans the genes for the long- and medium-wave (L and M) pig

 ments are placed close together on the X chromosome and have DNA
 sequences that are 96% identical, but only about 40% identical with
 the DNA sequences of the short-wave (S) pigment and the rod pigment
 (Nathans et al. 1986a). It is thought that the two loci on the X chromosome
 represent a duplication of a single locus present in an ancestral primate
 from which both the Old and New World primates evolved (Bowmaker
 1991, p. 124). Hence the L and M pigments have diverged from each other
 relatively recently - within the last 65 million years during the adaptive
 radiation of the mammals (Goldsmith 1990, p. 292). Primate trichromacy,
 then, is a recent achievement - certainly within the context of vertebrate
 colour vision but also among the mammals - that resulted from adding
 the 'red-green' opponent system subserved by the L and M pigments onto
 the older 'blue-yellow' opponent system subserved by the S pigment and
 the ancestral middle-wave pigment (Mollon 1989). Gouras (1991a, p. 176)
 provides a nice summary of the basic idea:

 In mammals the pairing of blue vs yellow appears to have been the first stage of colour
 vision (Ladd-Franklin 1929). In this way, the entire white spectrum was divided into a
 short-wave (blue) and a long-wave (yellow) region. In some diurnal primates with well
 developed foveas, the yellow part of the spectrum was again subdivided into a longer-wave
 side (red) and a shorter-wave side (green) by the introduction of pigments straddling the
 yellow region of the spectrum. In organisms with trivariant colour vision, two separate
 pairs of single opponent neurons are found, blue-yellow and red-green opponent channels.
 In organisms with tetravariant colour vision there must be three such colour opponent pairs.

 The story becomes even more complex and fascinating when the
 behavioural and genetic data about colour vision polymorphism are consid
 ered. Take first the inherited colour vision deficiencies in humans or what

 is more commonly known as colour blindness (see Hurvich 1981). Except
 ing monochromats, true colour blind individuals are dichromats who are
 unable to distinguish colours along either the red-green or blue-yellow
 axis. There are two forms of red-green colour deficiency, protanopia, due
 to the absence of the L pigment, and deuteranopia, due to the absence of
 the M pigment. Blue-yellow deficiency, which is much less common, is
 known as tritanopia and is due to the absence of the S pigment. The other
 main type of colour vision deficiency is known as anomalous trichromacy.
 Anomalous trichromats have a visual pigment whose spectral absorption
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 is intermediate between the L and M pigments. The spectral sensitiv
 ity of protanomalous trichromats is shifted toward shorter wavelengths,

 whereas that o? deut er anomalous trichomats is shifted toward longer wave
 lengths. Anomalous trichromats are also recognized behaviourally because
 they perform differently in 'Rayleigh matching' experiments where one

 must find the ratio of monochromatic red and green light that matches a
 monochromatic yellow.

 In studies of the molecular genetics of the colour vision deficiencies,
 Nathans et al. (1986b) have shown that both red-green dichromats and
 anomalous trichromats have hybrid pigment genes derived from the L and

 M pigment genes. The X chromosome normally contains a gene for the L
 pigment and several copies of the M pigment gene. The hybrid genes are
 formed as a result of unequal crossover events (Nathans et al. 1986b; see
 also Goldsmith 1990, p. 307 for a useful table based on Nathans et al.). If
 the L pigment gene is absent or rendered nonfunctional, then a male having
 this genotype will lack the L visual pigment, being a protanope. If the M
 pigment is absent or rendered nonfunctional, a male having this genotype
 will lack the M visual pigment, being a deuteranope. If the hybrid gene
 contains coding segments from both the L and M pigment genes, then the
 male will be an anomalous trichromat.

 It is useful to compare the colour vision deficiencies in humans and
 their genetic basis with the colour vision polymorphism in New World
 primate species such as the squirrel monkey, the spider monkey, and the
 marmoset. In these species, the basic condition is dichromacy, yet about
 one third of the individuals are trichromats. Moreover, there is significant
 variation in the character of the colour vision among both the dichromats
 and trichromats. In the squirrel monkey population, for example, there
 appear to be six different forms of colour vision (Mollon et al. 1984;
 Jacobs 1985, 1986; Bowmaker et al. 1987). This species has one S visual
 pigment and a polymorphic L pigment that has three variants. All male
 squirrel monkeys are dichromats, possessing the S pigment plus one of
 the three L pigments. Females are either dichromats like the males or
 trichromats having any two out of the three L pigments plus the S pigment.

 Thus within the species there are three different forms of dichromacy plus
 three different forms of trichromacy. Similar polymorphisms are found in
 other species, such as the marmoset (Tov?e et al. 1992).

 A genetic model has been proposed to account for the inheritance of
 these six forms of colour vision (Mollon et al. 1984; Jacobs and Neitz
 1985, 1987). According to the model, there are two gene loci, one for
 the S pigment and one for the polymorphic L pigment. The locus for the
 L pigment is on the X chromosome and there are at least three al?eles
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 possible at this locus. Hence male monkeys, who have only a single X
 chromosome, will inherit only one locus and so can express only one
 of the three pigments, the result being three different dichromatic male
 phenotypes. Females who are homozygous at this locus will also express
 only one of the three L pigments and so will be dichromats like the males.
 Females who are heterozygous, however, will inherit two different loci and
 so will be trichromats.

 This type of colour vision polymorphism has been suggested as a possi
 ble evolutionary "stage through which Old World primates passed on their
 way to routine trichromacy" (Jacobs 1990, p. 290). It has already been dis
 cussed how early mammalian colour vision was most likely dichromatic.
 In primates, adding a visual pigment al?ele on the X chromosome would
 result in variations among the spectral sensitivities of the individuals, with
 possible advantages and disadvantages. It would also result in heterozy
 gous females who would become capable of trichromatic vision if their
 nervous systems could take advantage of the additional pigment response.
 If trichromacy proved to be advantageous for these primates, its frequency
 would presumably increase. To establish trichromacy as a more permanent
 feature, however, the locus would have to be duplicated to establish a sec
 ond pigment gene on the X chromosome. As we have seen, this appears to
 have happened in the evolution of the Old World primates.

 In contrast, the evolutionarily more ancient visual systems of fishes,
 amphibians, reptiles, and birds appear to be largely tetrachromatic (Gold
 smith 1990; Neumeyer 1991). The colour vision of these animals has not
 been evolutionarily compromised by the adoption of nocturnal habits, and
 so it, not primate trichromacy, provides a better reference point for framing
 hypotheses about the evolution and biological function of vertebrate colour
 vision.

 It is worth considering a specific e^mple in relation to Shepard's the
 ory about the evolutionary basis for trichromacy. Shepard takes primate
 trichromacy as his reference point for understanding the biological function
 of colour vision, and so he assumes from the outset the primate perspective
 on visible light, which excludes the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Thus
 he states that "the visible spectrum ... has a total width of about 300 nm"
 (1990, p. 303), referring to the human visible window of approximately
 400-700 nm. The spectral ranges available to other animals differ consid
 erably, however. In the honeybee (also a trichromat) spectral sensitivity is
 shifted toward the ultraviolet and has a total width of about 350 nm (300
 650 nm) (Menzel and Backhaus 1991); in many diurnal birds it extends
 considerably further than ours both into the ultraviolet and the long-wave
 end of the spectrum, having a total width of about 370 nm (350-720 nm)
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 (Bowmaker 1980b); in cyprinid and salmonid fishes it appears to extend
 from less than 350 nm to around 800 nm, "providing perhaps the broadest
 spectral range amongst the vertebrates" (Bowmaker 1991, p. 117).

 Consider now the question, "Why do these animals have ultraviolet sen
 sitivity?" Because Shepard focuses on primate trichromacy and supposes
 that there has been a consistent selection pressure toward it, he approaches
 this question by looking for largely species-specific, idiosyncratic reasons
 to explain the presence of tetrachromacy and ultraviolet sensitivity (Shep
 ard 1992). But the evolutionary story just given suggests that this approach
 might be exactly backwards. What Shepard calls the "full range of visible
 solar wavelengths" (1990, p. 304) includes the ultraviolet. Trichromatic
 primates such as ourselves and the Old World monkeys are not sensitive
 to the ultraviolet, whereas many fishes, amphibians, reptiles, and birds
 are. In making hypotheses about the selection pressures involved in the
 evolution of colour vision, it must be remembered that primate trichro
 macy is recently derived in comparison with the tetrachromacy and/or
 ultraviolet sensitivity in these other vertebrate lineages. In an adaptationist
 context, this fact would suggest that in highly visual environments there
 are selection pressures toward tetrachromacy and/or ultraviolet sensitivity.
 According to this hypothesis, the comparative lack of both in mammals
 - the only mammals known to exhibit ultraviolet sensitivity are rodent
 species (Jacobs et al. 1991), and these have either an ultraviolet or a violet
 receptor but not both (Jacobs 1992), suggesting that the corresponding
 genes are alternatives in mammals (Goldsmith in press) - would be due
 to the absence of such selection pressures with the adoption of noctur
 nal habits early in mammalian evolutionary history, and the emergence of
 trichromacy in primates with the adoption of diurnal habits would accord
 ingly represent a half-way point between the nocturnally compromised
 vision of mammals and the tetrachromacy of other highly visual animals
 whose vision has not been so compromised (Goldsmith 1990; V?rela et al.
 1993).11

 Although the common occurrence of tetrachromacy casts serious doubts
 on Shepard's hypothesis that there has been a consistent selection pressure
 in the terrestrial environment toward trichromacy, it does not directly
 challenge his claim that colour vision in general has evolved because of
 selection for object detection through colour constancy. Once the visual
 spectrum is extended to include the near-ultraviolet, which typically occurs
 in tetrachromatic species, it seems likely that trichromacy will not be
 sufficient for good colour constancy. The present point, however, is that
 whether colour vision has so evolved cannot be determined by focusing on
 primate trichromacy as Shepard does. The roles played by colour constancy
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 in the evolution of colour vision can be appreciated only by developing
 and testing theories that span the full range of visual capacities and visual
 ecologies in di-, tri-, tetra-, and pentachromatic perceivers.

 This point bears on Hilbert's externalist position. Although this posi
 tion is a philosophical one, it rests on empirical theories and has empirical
 consequences. Hilbert relies on Maloney and Wandell's and Shepard's the
 ories of colour constancy to ground empirically his externalist attribution
 of biological function to colour vision. In his words: "The existence of
 color constancy suggests that the function of color vision is to determine
 aspects of the reflecting properties of distal surfaces" (Hubert 1992, p.
 365). Consequently, animals that do not achieve a high degree of colour
 constancy will not, according to Hilbert's externalist criterion, possess
 colour vision. Now, according to Maloney and Wandell (1986) and Shep
 ard (1990), at least three photoreceptor types are needed for good colour
 constancy. Therefore, Hilbert argues, "[t]here will be a strong prima facie
 case against the possession of color vision by species for which dichro
 macy is the normal case ... The objectivists [sic] attribution of function is
 clearly a claim with empirical consequences" (ibid.).

 We have just seen that Shepard's theory is not sufficient to establish
 claims about the biological function of colour vision. The empirical support
 for Hilbert's position is therefore not as strong as he appears to believe.
 It should also be emphasized how counterintuitive this position is. In the
 human case, we know that a dichromat perceives colours along either the
 red-green or yellow-blue opponent hue axes. But according to what follows
 from Hilbert's criterion, if such a perceiver did not exhibit a high degree of
 colour constancy, he would not count as a genuine colour perceiver; and if
 a perceiver did exhibit a high degree of reflectance constancy, yet surfaces
 did not look red, green, yellow, and blue to that perceiver, he would count
 as a genuine colour perceiver.

 In the human case at least, Hubert suggests in a footnote that the
 conclusion that human dichromats do not possess colour vision can be
 blocked by "assessing] function in terms of evolutionary history rather
 than individual characteristics" (1992, p. 369, n. 15). But this move rais
 es other problems. As Hilbert himself goes on to admit: "There may be
 some difficulties in this area since at least one species of monkey has
 sex-linked polymorphism between trichromacy and dichromacy. What to
 say in functional terms about color vision for these monkeys is not at all
 clear" (ibid. ). In fact, not only do sex-linked colour vision polymorphisms
 appear to be common among New World primates in general (Mollon et
 al. 1984; Jacobs 1985, 1986; Bowmaker et al. 1987; Tov?e et al. 1992),
 but the genetic model proposed to account for them (discussed above)
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 has also been invoked to make sense of some intriguing data about addi
 tive colour mixture in humans. These data suggest that there might be
 a sex-linked polymorphism in human colour vision between trichromacy
 and tetrachromacy (Mollon 1992; Jordan and Mol?an 1993), a possibil
 ity that, contrary to what Shepard and Hilbert appear to assume, makes
 the evolutionary assessment of function for human trichromacy not at all
 straightforward.

 The colour mixture data come from the procedure known as Rayleigh
 matching in which one must find the ratio of monochromatic red and green
 light to match a monochromatic yellow. People with normal trichromat
 ic vision can differ in their Rayleigh matches. In a population of normal
 trichromatic males, Neitz and Jacobs (1986) found a bimodal distribution
 of Rayleigh matches and suggested that it resulted from the presence in the
 population of two L pigments having different spectral sensitivities and
 produced from two al?eles of the L pigment gene. Females, on the other
 hand, were found to have a trimodal distribution of Rayleigh matches, as
 would be predicted from the nearly equal frequencies of the two L pig
 ments in the normal population. Roughly half the females display matches
 intermediate between the two groups of males and hence are presumably
 heterozygous, having both L pigments, though in different cones.

 In their studies of the molecular genetics of the human visual pigments,
 Nathans et al. ( 1986a, 1986b) noted that the L pigment gene is polymorphic.
 They found that one of the polymorphic sites corresponds to number 180 in
 the amino acid sequence of the opsin. In a more recent study, the absorption
 spectra of the visual pigments have been determined using tissue culture
 to express the opsin genes; this study also demonstrates that there are two
 alternative L pigments, different at site 180 (Merbs and Nathans 1992).
 The two gene products have different spectral absorptions: The pigment
 with alanine at site 180 has a peak sensitivity at 552.4 nm; the pigment
 with serine at site 180 has a peak sensitivity at 556.7 nm. Furthermore, in
 another study published in the same issue o? Nature as Merbs and Nathans'
 article, Winderickx et al. (1992) showed that the same single amino acid
 polymorphism at site 180 explains the bimodal distribution of Rayleigh
 matches found by Neitz and Jacobs (1986). Winderickx et al. also found
 that in a population of 50 normal trichromatic males, 62% have the code
 for serine at site 180 and 38% the code for alanine. Subjects in the former
 group exhibit a greater sensitivity to red light, as would be expected from
 the spectral absorption curves measured by Merbs and Nathans.

 These molecular and psychophysical findings raise an exciting possi
 bility. As Mollon outlines it in the final paragraph of his short review of
 these studies:
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 ... given the Ser/Ala [serine/alanine] polymorphism in the male population, there ought to
 be women who are heterozygous for this substitution and carry different al?eles on their two
 X chromosomes. Because of random X-chromosome inactivation, only one of the two long
 wave pigments will be expressed in any individual cone. In female platyrrhine monkeys,
 the two corresponding types of cone are able to sustain a colour-opponent signal [Tov?e et
 al. 1992]. Does this mean that a heterozygous woman can be tetrachromatic, experiencing
 an extra dimension of hue that must forever be forbidden to her male conspecifics? (Mollon
 1992, p. 379)

 The possibility of tetrachromacy in some proportion of the female
 human population is among the most fascinating known to me in visu
 al science. As of 1993 the evidence in our possession does not seem
 definitive one way or the other. In the most recent study to date, Jordan
 and Mol?an (1993) performed a series of psychophysical experiments on
 women known to be carriers for anomalous trichromacy. In what they call
 'large-field Rayleigh matches' eight out of fourteen carriers of anomalous
 trichromacy were unable to find a red-green mixture to match a monochro

 matic yellow, all reporting "a residual in hue between the two fields"
 (Jordan and Mollon 1993, p. 1501). This finding provides preliminary
 evidence for tetrachromacy in these subjects. On the other hand, Jordan
 and Mollon also performed what they call a 'ratio-matching' task to deter
 mine whether carriers of anomalous trichromacy make unique trichromatic
 matches in a spectral region (546-690 nm) where normal human trichro
 mats make dichromatic matches. The subjects were asked to find colour
 matches between two mixture fields, one a mixture of green and orange
 light (546 + 600 nm), the other a mixture of yellow and red light (570 + 690
 nm). The hypothesis was that carriers of anomalous trichromacy who are
 strong tetrachromats, having an additional pigment in the middle- to long
 wave region, might become trichromats in this region where colour-normal
 humans are dichromats. They found, however, that the matching ranges
 of the individual carriers were comparable to those of normal trichromats.
 Therefore, in the ratio-matching task, there is no evidence for tetrachro
 macy in carriers of anomalous trichromacy.

 Where, then, do these findings leave the hypothesis of tetrachromacy
 in female humans who are carriers for anomalous trichromacy? Here I can
 do no better than to quote from the conclusion to Jordan and Mollon's
 article:

 Our hypothesis that carriers of anomalous trichromacy may be tetrachromatic has received
 only limited support and it does not seem possible simply to translate the New World
 monkey model to our own species. Although several carriers of anomaly - and no other
 subject - rejected large-field Rayleigh matches, most carriers of anomaly do not find a
 unique match in our ratio-matching task and in this respect offer no evidence that they
 enjoy an extra dimension of discrimination in the particular long-wave spectral region that
 we have tested.
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 We did, however, find one woman ... who generated only a very restricted range of
 match-points in the ratio-matching task and who was the mother of a simple deuteranoma
 lous son. This woman remains in play as a candidate tetrachromat in the strong sense. What
 are now required are full colour-matching functions for women of this phenotype. It also
 remains possible that a discrimination task, as opposed to a matching task, would reveal a
 higher proportion of tetrachromats ... (Jordan and Molloy 1993, p. 1505)

 We can now return to the more general issue about the status of colour
 constancy. Computational objectivism, whether in visual science or the
 philosophy of perception, takes colour constancy as indicating that the
 biological function of colour vision is to detect objects by recovering their
 surface spectral reflectances. A broader and more satisfying perspective
 on the benefits afforded by colour vision, one which is particularly suited
 to the comparative framework, is provided by Mollon in a recent article
 on the evolution of primate color vision (Mollon 1989). He argues that the
 biological advantages of colour vision, specifically of primate trichromacy,
 are revealed by the disabilities experienced by colour-blind (dichromatic)
 humans. In scenes where the ambient light varies randomly - for example,
 when the background comprises dappled foliage and/or different reflective
 surfaces lying at varying angles to the illuminant- there are three percep
 tual abilities that human dichromats find particularly difficult: (i) detecting
 certain coloured objects; (ii) segmenting ('segregating' is Mollon's term)
 the visual scene; and (iii) identifying particular objects or states.12

 Consider how these tasks can be perceptually and ecologically com
 bined. In monkeys, trichromatic vision facilitates the detection and iden
 tification of orange/yellow fruits against the green forest background. To
 detect and identify these fruits the visual scene must be segmented into
 the elements that belong together, and colour and lightness are particu
 larly useful attributes in linking these elements. The orange/yellow fruit
 colour also helps to identify the state of the object by indicating conditions
 beneath its surface - for example, that it is ripe. In addition, colours serve
 to assign already segmented elements in the scene to categories that have
 perceptual significance. A perceptual colour category can guide behaviour
 in various ways depending on the things that exemplify it and their sig
 nificance for the animal. In the case of fruits, it can guide feeding; in the
 case of animal coloration, it can be used to identify conspecifics, their sex,
 and their sexual state, and so can guide various social interactions, such as
 mating. Colour as a category and as an indication of object state can thus
 be joined; certainly they seem to be so in humans, for as Mollon observes,
 "human observers have a finely developed (though little studied) capacity
 to use skin colour to estimate the health, or emotional state, of conspecifics,

 and this ability may have biological advantage in the selection of sexual
 partners or in the care of infants" (1989, p. 27).
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 Like Hardin (1992) and Gary Hatfield (1992), I think that the key to
 colour constancy is to be found in this joining of object identification and
 categorical colour perception. Rather than providing constant perceptual
 indicators of surface reflectance, the primary role of colour vision is prob
 ably to generate a relatively stable set of perceptual categories that can
 facilitate object identification and then guide behaviour accordingly. The
 detection of surface reflectance is certainly useful for object identification,
 but, as Jameson and Hurvich note, "surface color recognition ... is ade
 quately accomplished by category matching and does not require precise
 matching-to-sample by the three color variables of hue, brightness, and
 saturation" (1989, p. 20). In general, categorical perception involves a

 many-to-one mapping from the physical to perceptual dimensions (Born
 stein 1987); in the particular case of colour vision, this means that many
 physically distinct surface reflectances will be lumped together into one
 colour category. It is the approximate invariance of the categorical colour
 with variations in the illumination that is crucial for object identification
 and subsequent behavior, not constant hue-saturation-lightness correlates
 of surface reflectance.

 Having a small set of relatively stable colour categories (which will
 be based on an even smaller set of hue categories) also facilitates object
 detection without sacrificing visual sensitivity to the illumination condi
 tions in their own right. The hue, saturation, and lightness shifts that occur
 with variations in the illumination will usually not move surface colours
 from one colour category into another (Jameson and Hurvich, 1989, p. 19);
 therefore, colour appearances in the so-called 'surface mode' will remain
 categorically stable. Yet, as noted earlier, categorical colour appearances
 in the so-called 'light' or 'illumination mode' can also be perceptually sig
 nificant in their own right, for they can provide indications about a range of
 important environmental properties such as weather conditions and time
 of day (Jameson and Hurvich 1989). Hence there are good reasons for the
 visual system not to devote all its efforts to recovering the constant surface
 reflectance properties of objects at the expense of being able to perceive
 (not just compensate for) the ambient light.

 Psychophysical studies of human colour vision performance lend sup
 port to this claim. Arend and Reeves (1986), for example, have shown
 that colour constancy is very poor when observers are asked to adjust a
 test-patch in one multicoloured array to match the hue and saturation of a
 particular patch in another array, but reasonably good when observers are
 asked to match the patches as if they were "cut from the same piece of
 paper". The former task requires perceptual judgements in the illumination
 or light mode of colour appearance, whereas the latter requires judgements
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 in the surface mode. Except for this difference, the conditions in Arend
 and Reeves's experiments were identical, and so their results can be tak
 en to indicate, first, that observers can perceive both surface chromaticity
 and illumination conditions, and second, that colour constancy is not auto
 matic or modular (in, say, Pylyshyn's (1984) sense of being 'cognitively
 impenetrable'), but rather strongly task- and judgement-dependent.

 It is the categorical nature of colour vision that, I suggest, enables this
 perceptual flexibility. Therefore, if colour constancy is an adaptation, it is
 better regarded not as an adaptation for object detection via the recovery
 of surface reflectance, but rather as an adaptation for integrating a physi
 cally heterogeneous collection of distal stimuli into a small set of visually
 salient equivalence classes (Hardin 1992; Hatfield 1992), ones that can
 be deployed in a variety of perceptual conditions. What the comparative
 framework indicates is that both the perceptual equivalence classes and
 the distal stimuli will vary according to the animal and its visual ecology
 (Thompson et al. 1992).
 We can now appreciate how colour vision and in particular colour

 constancy need not be representational to be evolutionarily advantageous.
 The role of colour vision is not to represent physically invariant surface
 spectral reflectances; rather, it is to present a set of categorical colours
 that can apply to objects in a stable way through ambient light variations
 without sacrificing perception of the illumination conditions in their own
 right. Although computational objectivists do not deny the categorical
 nature of colour vision (see Hubert 1987, Chapter 6), they continue to
 ignore the fact that colour categories are not found in the world apart from
 perceivers - once again, there is no distal-based scheme that can generate
 the basic chromatic categories of human colour vision.

 What, philosophically speaking, does the difference between 'represen
 tation' and 'presentation' mean in this context? Here it is helpful to recall
 the distinction that Matthen makes between the 'individual-directedness'

 and 'mode of presentation' in perceptual content: Every perceptual state is
 directed toward a unique object and presents that object as having certain
 characteristics. Matthen's claim about the mode of presentation is that a
 perceptual state presents an object as having certain characteristics if and
 only if the biological function of the state is to detect the presence of
 things that have those characteristics. This claim implies that the mode of
 presentation is (in at least one sense) really a mode of representation: A
 perceptual state has the function of representing what is already present in
 the physical world. And of course this idea sits well with the computational
 framework within which Matthen is operating, for according to this frame
 work (at least as articulated by Marr and his followers), there is no direct
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 visual perception of the world because "vision is the process of discovering
 from images [my emphasis] what is present in the world, and where it is"
 (Marr 1982, p. 3). (What this means more precisely is that vision is the
 internal computational "recovery" of external properties from patterns of
 retinal irradiation that underspecify their distal source.) Applied to colour
 perception, then, the idea is that objects are perceived as being coloured
 because certain perceptual states have the biological function of detect
 ing their surface spectral reflectances; hence perceived colour, although
 a mode of presentation in visual perception, is really a representation of
 something that is already present in the distal world. Thus the term 'mode
 of representation', rather than 'mode of presentation', would better convey
 Matthen's conception of this component of perceptual content.

 In contrast, I have argued that the biological function of colour vision
 is not to detect surface reflectance, but rather to generate a set of colour
 categories that have significance for the perceptual guidance of activity. In
 my view, the categories that give structure to colour perception are indeed
 modes of presentation in visual perception, but they are not modes of
 representation, at least not in the typical computationalist sense, because
 colour perception does not represent something that is already present in
 the world apart from perceivers; rather, it presents the world in a manner
 that satisfies the perceiver's adaptive ecological needs (Thompson et al.
 1992; Thompson 1995).

 Let me make clear that I am not claiming that the distal environment
 does not enter at all into the account of perceptual content. It is perfectly
 legitimate, and indeed necessary, to appeal to relatively stable properties
 of visual ecologies such as spectral reflectance, illuminance, and emittance
 when discussing colour perception and the advantages it affords to various
 animals. My objection is rather to the way in which the externalist appeals
 to such properties. For the externalist, the perceptual content of colour
 vision is distal because colour is surface reflectance. My view, however, is
 that surface colour is surface spectral reflectance only because there exist
 perceivers for whom reflectances fall into metameric equivalence classes
 corresponding to red, green, yellow, and blue (and other visual qualities
 that bear the appropriate resemblance and difference relations (Thompson
 1992)). Thus I hold that the perceptual content of colour vision, rather than
 being distal in the externalist sense, is relational: Chromatic perceptual
 content is jointly constituted by the perceiver and the environment (see
 also Hatfield 1992).13

 There is one final remark I would like to make on the topic of repre
 sentation versus presentation. In calling the colour categories 'modes of
 presentation', I wish to emphasize that they are modes of presentation for
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 the animal as a perceiving subject; they are not presentations made to an
 inner homunculus of the sort that so often seems to be lurking in Marr's
 less careful descriptions of vision. For example Marr writes: "The purpose
 of these internal representations is to provide descriptions of aspects of the
 real world" (1982, p. 43). Who is reading the descriptions? The animal
 simply sees aspects of the world. Marr is of course right when he insists
 that, at the level of the visual system, complex internal operations are
 required for visual perception. Thus in one sense vision can be described
 as the "process of discovering from images what is present in the world,
 and where it is". But Gibson (1979) is also right when he insists that, at the
 level of the animal, what is directly present in visual perception is simply
 the world. There is therefore another sense in which vision is not a process
 of discovering from images what is present in the world, and where it is,
 but rather a process of discovering through a perceptual system what is
 present in the world, and where it is. At the level of the animal, rather than

 its visual system, there are no images and representations; there is rather a
 perceptual system that enables the animal to guide its activity visually and
 thereby visually explore its world.

 I have argued that externalism about perceptual content and the repre
 sentationist realism upon which it is based are unsatisfactory in the case
 of colour vision. What about the other two, functionalist and adaptation
 ist, components of Matthen's and Hilbert's theory of perceptual content?

 Nothing that I have argued challenges the functionalist criterion for indi
 viduating perceptual states or perceptual systems. Externalism is actually
 just one type of functionalist criterion - one in which the relevant function
 is to detect a distal property - and so my critique of externalism has no
 implications for other forms of functionalism. Indeed, there are other func
 tionalist criteria that are perfectly compatible with the argument I have
 given here. For example, Hilbert himself notes that "it would not serve
 the objectivist's purpose if the relevant function were to produce experi
 ences of some characteristic type" (1992, p. 363); and he claims that it is
 "unlikely that the production of color experience by itself makes the kind
 of contribution to fitness that would be necessary for it to be selected for"

 (p. 369, n. 14). The argument that I have pursued leads to the opposite
 conclusion. If colour constancy is an adaptation, then it is one in which
 the production of a central aspect of colour experience - a small number
 of stable and salient perceptual categories - makes exactly the kind of
 contribution to fitness that would result in its being selected.14

 What, now, of the adaptationist component? I have argued that colour
 vision does not represent the world; rather, it presents the world to the
 animal by categorizing physically disparate stimuli into perceptual equiv
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 alence classes. Clearly such categorization is useful for the animal and so
 can reasonably be expected to play numerous further biological and eco
 logical roles. Does this mean that colour constancy has been selected for
 along the lines of what Gould and Lewontin (1979) call the 'adaptationist
 programme' in evolutionary biology? Although I have made some general
 critical remarks about adaptationism elsewhere (V?rela et al. 1991, Chapter
 9), the question in this context is clearly an empirical one, and as far as I can
 tell it cannot be decided on the basis of the evidence currently available.15
 In any case, whether it is due to natural selection and/or other types of
 evolutionary factors, colour constancy in the sense discussed here figures
 largely in human colour vision and probably does so in the visual ecology
 of other colour-seeing animals. It therefore remains a reasonable strate
 gy to pursue ecologically and evolutionarily based, if not adaptationist,
 approaches to perceptual content.

 NOTES

 * Versions of this article were read to the Department of Philosophy at the University of
 Chicago and to the Department of Philosophy at Boston University. I am grateful to the
 audiences for the discussions that ensued. I am also grateful to an anonymous referee for
 constructive criticism of certain points in the article. Special thanks are due to my compar
 ative colour vision collaborators, Adrian Palacios and Francisco V?rela.

 1 See also Poggio et al. (1965) and Huribert and Poggio (1988).
 2 There are, of course, other differences between the representative and computational
 theories. For example, as Matthen also notes, computational theories do not allow that
 there could be some causally effective aspect of perceptual content that is not physical; in
 contrast, the sense-data of the representative theory are typically (though not always) held
 to be irreducibly mental items.
 3 There are now numerous computational models of colour vision. Three key papers are
 Land (1983), Hurlbert (1986), and Maloney and Wandell (1986).
 4 An anonymous referee brought to my attention that this account of metamerism is not
 a logical consequence of Matthen's theory. Matthen holds the function of colour vision to
 be the detection of particular spectral reflectances, but this is an empirical claim that is
 not logically required by his theory. For example, Hilbert (1987, Chapters 5 and 6) holds
 that the biological function of colour vision is to detect spectral reflectances as members
 of a class or category of reflectances. On this account, metameric matches do not count as

 misperceptions.
 5 For detailed references to the extensive scientific literature on which the following discus
 sion is based see Jacobs (1981) and Thompson et al. (1992). The other main comparative
 colour vision reviews are Crawford et al. (1990); Goldsmith (1990); Jacobs (1983, 1986,
 1990); Mollon (1989); Menzel (1979); Menzel and Backhaus (1991); Neumeyer (1991);
 and Nuboer (1986).
 6 For further discussion of this point see Thompson et al. (1992) and Thompson (1995).
 7 Hilbert (1987) argues that Land's retinex theory (Land 1983) can generate the chromatic
 categories of human colour perception. There are two main problems here: First, Land's
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 retinex theory belongs to the class of models that compute colour by computing light
 ness, and lightness is not a straightforward physical property, but rather a psychosensorial

 attribute. Hence Matthen is also mistaken when he writes that "Land type-identifies per
 ceptual states by the external property they present, not by their quale nor by any other
 internal characteristic" (Matthen 1988, p. 8). Second, although Land's lightness triplets can
 arguably generate the proper ordering relations among the colours, they cannot generate the
 opponent relations and the unique-binary structure of hue. I discuss this matter at greater
 length in Thompson (1995).
 8 The achromatic categories black, white, and grey must also be included. For ease of
 exposition I am here concentrating only on the chromatic categories.
 9 For colour contrast and colour constancy in the honeybee see Neumeyer ( 1980,1981 ) and

 Werner et al. (1988). For colour constancy in fish see Ingle (1985). For colour constancy
 in birds see V?rela et al. (1993). For categorical colour vision in birds see Wright and

 Cummings (1971).
 10 The following discussion is based on Applebury and Hargrave (1986); Nathans et al.
 ( 1986a, 1986b); Nathans ( 1987); and Goldsmith ( 1990).
 11 There is a problem with this hypothesis, however: Once something is lost in evolution
 it is very difficult to regain or reachieve it later. It therefore seems unrealistic to suppose
 that trichromacy could have been reachieved in Old World primates after having been lost
 earlier in mammalian evolutionary history. I am grateful to Sahotra Sarkar for bringing
 this problem to my attention. As far as I have been able to determine, the literature on the
 evolution of colour vision to date has not addressed it.

 u The reflecting properties of surfaces are clearly important for all three of these perceptual
 tasks. But whereas computational objectivism takes the biological function of colour vision
 to be simply the detection or recover}' of reflectance, Mollon's framework situates the abil
 ities colour vision affords within the biological and ecological context of visual behaviour.
 In doing so, he provides a natural route to the categorical aspects of colour vision I go on
 to discuss. These are the reasons why I think Mollon's framework provides a broader and

 more satisfying perspective on natural colour vision than computational objectivism.
 13 Space precludes a more lengthy statement of this position. See Thompson (1995) for
 further discussion.

 14 Whether this kind of functionalism is ultimately satisfactory depends on whether it can
 account for specific qualitative features of the perceptual categories. This is the so-called
 problem of qualia, which I do not have the space to discuss here. See Thompson (1992,
 1995) for further discussion.

 15 For evidence in favour of a broadly adaptationist story about colour vision see Gold
 smith (1990). For a theoretical framework that lends itself to adaptationism see Snyder and
 Barlow ( 1988). For some remarks that cast doubt on an adaptationist story about the visual
 system see Ramachandran ( 1985).
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